Pre-Selection Camp II was held from August 11 – 18, 2017 in Kiskunfelegyhaza (HUN)

This was 6th edition of the ETTU training camp in this beautiful city, which is 100 kilometers far from Budapest

With the record number of 54 players, 32 girls and 22 boys from 11 countries:

Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Germany, Hungary, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Romania and Slovenia

20 enthusiastic coaches with a lot of interest and full of energy were actively participated during of these 8 days, always well equipped with table tennis rackets, video cameras and notebooks

Once again the training camp was leaded by experienced and recognized coach, Mr. Ferenc Karsai assisted by 6 Hungarian coaches

Intensive training program was completed by two training sessions per day, 3 hours each in the big and comfortable hall with 24 table tennis tables, big amount of training balls and equipment for physical preparation

Each training session was divided into three different sections for 45 minutes and was including multi balls training, technical- tactical exercises and physical preparation

At the end of training camp all participants were playing official tournament, first three places are:

Boys:

1. MOVILEANU Darius 2005 (ROU)
2. CHIRITA Julian 2006 (ROU)
3. LECHTENBOERGER Justus 2005 (GER)

Girls:

1. MIKE Boroka 2005 (ROU)
2. TEGLAS Andrea 2005 (ROU)
3. COSIC Dora 2006 (BIH)
The training camp has two main objectives:

1. Evaluation & selection the best players born in 2005 or younger for the final Selection camp in Otocec, Slovenia from October 8 to 15, 2017

2. Improvement of technical, tactical and physical aspects of preparation previous of the new season 2017/2018

Additionally, and what was appreciated by all coaches during of this training camp ETTU was organized Coach Education part completed by presentation of Mr. Ferenc Karsai

The topic “Individual training session with high level players” was included theory and practical part

Objectives of the training camp were completed on the best way and all participants expressed satisfaction with expectations of the good start of the new season.

Aleksey Yefremov ETTU Expert

please find some photos below